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Welcome to the world of the evil Bloons creatures, here you will play as a group of monkeys trying to defend their homes from the invading balloon monsters (or Bloons as they are often referred to). Get yourself immerse yourself in the most exciting tower-defense games with intuitive control and addictive control. Find out all about the game in our review.
More from ninja kiwistorygame includes relatively new gameplay consisting of head-to-head battles between Bloons players. Apart from playing against the invading Bloons, you can also join others in a one on one match to see who is the best player. Build your monkey squad to rival others in the world of Bloons TD Battles, compete with each other in
matches and tournaments to see who has the best skills. Bloons TD Battles are designed for both online and local multiplayer. Like the previous version, there will be a lot of different tracks for you to enjoy. In addition, you have access to powerful upgrades to increase your team's strength for future matches against other players. Here are the amazing
features that would definitely interest you. With relatively new gameplay, players can head-to-head against each other instead of following traditional game modes where you can only battle the programmed Bloons. With Bloons TD Battles, players can enjoy exciting and intensive battles with real people, making the games much more exciting. You can test
your skills with players from around the world in different game modes. Give it everything you have to see who is a better Bloons destroyer. All you need is a stable internet connection and an Android device to go against the best Bloons players from around the worldGame has up to 27 measurable tracks for head-to-head matches. Each has its own
elements of advantages and difficulties, be sure to choose your towers wisely to get the upper hand. In addition, you must also manage your fund effectively during the battle to secure your final victory. Like the other Bloons games, you also have access to different towers, each with their own unique powers and specialties. During an online battle, it is
important to have a decent collection of different towers. This would give you a big advantage against your enemies, allowing for a decisive finals victory. Therefore, make sure you can counter your opponent's Bloons with the right towers. In addition, the towers in the game are also upgraded with 8 different power upgrades. It would be a good idea to operate
your tower before you go into an online fight. Bloons TD Battles has 4 different game modes for players to enjoy. The most popular mode is probably Assault Mode, where you will lead your powerful armies of Bloons to attack others' base. But if you are a stable Bloons player, Defensive Mode would be more suitable for you, as all Have to do is manage a
strong defense that could repel any Bloons attack from other players. And if you're up for something riskier, try battle arena mode, where players go against each other in an all-out bet. Put all your hard-earned medallions on the table with your opponent's to see who is the eventual winner. In addition, in this game you also have access to the new Card
Battles Mode, where you have to play tower and Bloons cards to win against other players. Apart from the old tower enhancers that appear in the previous version of the game, in Bloons TD Battles, the developers have added many new monkey tower increases. These boosts can have significant implications for the playfield, and thus they can be the
deciding factor in giving you victory. Aside from the normal tower upgrades, players also have access to Bloons upgrades which allow them to operate their Bloons minions. Therefore, they may have a better chance of capturing their enemy's bases in Assault Mode.And if you're tired of playing with players whose faces you don't know, you can create private
matches to test your skills with your friends. By connecting to your Facebook account, you can always ask your friends to join you in an exciting bloons battle. And to show your power, you can add your own signature symbol to each of your Bloons. When you finish the game, your Bloons would display their victory marks as a sign of superiority to your
opponents. One of the best things about the game is that it is completely free to play. You can easily find the game in the Google Play Store and install it with no fees at all. Even if the game includes some in-app purchases, you can still make them up by spending more time performing missions and challenges every day. But if you're looking for more
accessible gameplay, try downloading our Bloons TD matches mode APK on our website and installing it on your Android devices. It is completely free as well as giving you an unlimited amount to spend. That's why you can quickly assemble the powerful upgrades for your head-to-head battles. The game has the friendly art style of a Bloons game which is
family friendly. Therefore, you can enjoy the endless Bloons battles with your children in a family night. In addition, the graphics are also light, making the game extremely accessible even to an old Android device. You will rarely notice any delays and transitions between different scenes are extremely smooth. Bloons TD Battles has great soundtracks that
perfectly match the action in the game. You can really feel the pace of your game just by listening to On the other hand, the sound effects are also top notch, with realistic explosion and monkey screams. With incredible gameplay and exciting online multiplayer, you'll definitely have a great time playing the game. All Android devices that use Android 4.0.3 and
up can download and install this game. You can start by going Apkdone.com and look for the keyword Bloons TD Battles Mod APK in the games category. There's no doubt you've heard of Bloons Tower Defense. The classic game began as an online flash game on PC, and later took off on mobile to massive success. There have since been close to a
dozen games within bloons TD franchise. Bloons TD Battles is the first time that players can directly control the balloons themselves. This is a completely online game that sets you up against real players from all over the world. One of you will steer the defense against hordes of balloons - as is usual in the game - while the other player will control the
attacking balloons. The attacking player will get to control what kind of balloons are used - for example, will you use the slow and heavy balloons? Or will you charge at your enemy at once with a massive horde of fast balloons to overwhelm them and conquer them in Soviet fashion? New tactics The new multiplayer element will challenge players in the
armed forces to build more robust fortifications to fight the balloons. Never before has the game had so much depth. Now you're not just going to shoot at the hordes as they come – your opponent may decide to wait you out and slowly attack you in waves – or they may just launch a full-blown offensive that you won't have a chance to defeat. Players on the
offensive will have the option to choose from a variety of balloons to attack with. Defenders will have the opportunity to use any of the 22 monkey towers - each of which has eight unique upgrades. That's a lot of towers to use, and some of them even evolve into full-blown military installations. It's like the beginning of the Planet of the Apes. Of course, you
won't be able to use all these towers right away – some of them will have to be unlocked in later levels, while others will just cost too much money for you to be able to afford them in the early stages of the game. As the game evolves, you will be able to use more creative and destructive towers to rain death on your rubber opponents. Knock the air out of
them with a stealth bomber, or blow them apart with plasma guns. There are many ways to destroy the infamous balloons, but make sure you have a good mix of weapons that can destroy the heavier, armored balloons, as well as the fast and lightly armored ones that will make a run for it right through your defenses. Remember, your opponent is a different
person, not an AI, so expect them to play some smart and Move. Tips to defend in Bloons TD Battles Attack your opponent is pretty much as straightforward as choosing a good mix of light and heavy balloons and making use of the more powerful balloons later in the game. Defence is a more complex strategic issue. To defend well in the early game, you
should directly avoid Tack Shooter. This is one of the weakest towers and really won't do you any good at all. Instead, the game begins with a ninja tower and a sniper tower, as well as some other towers as guns to take the rest of the balloons. Your opponent will end up using a lot of armored camo balloons. This is where ninjas and snipers really come in
handy – they will be able to stop these balloons in their tracks with ease. Make sure you have as many of them as possible. Later in the game, your opponent will start using Mother of All Balloons (MOABs). These are devastating balloons and you will need to use specific Moab Maulers to shoot frag bombs to defeat them. There's not much point planning
ahead for the later game until it comes. You should focus on building towers that will defeat the enemies as you are currently fighting and then build the appropriate towers to defeat your enemies later in the game as they arise. Combine an upgraded ninja with a cluster bomb and you can easily defeat most opponents. Remember this strategy in mind in the
later game and don't be shy about spamming some ninjas. They are not very effective against your average balloon, but their stop power makes them super-effective against the more armored balloons later in the game. Make sure you have a good mix of towers to defend against light and heavy balloons, and you should be alright until the later levels. Just
watch out for the MOABs! Bloons TD Battles Mod APK - Unlimited money If you want the game to go a little smoother, try playing it with unlimited money or unlimited medallions against. This will allow you to unlock all the best towers as soon as you start playing. Play.
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